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AbstractWe investigate modeling and recognition of arm
manipulation actions of different levels of complexity. To model
the process, we are using a combination of discriminative
support vector machines and generative hidden Markov mod-
els. The experimental evaluation, performed with 10 people,
investigates both denition and structure of primitive motions
as well as the validity of the modeling approach taken.
I. INTRODUCTION
Recognition of human activity has been used extensively
for robot task learning through imitation and demonstration,
[1][8]. The discovery of mirror neurons in monkey's brain
has introduced new hypotheses and ideas about the process
of imitation and its role in the evolution [9], [10]. It has been
shown in [11] that an action perceived by a human can be
represented as a sequence of action units. This motivates the
idea that the action recognition process may be considered as
an interpretation of the continuous human behavior which,
in its turn, consists of a sequence of action primitives [5].
In this work, we are investigating non-cyclic actions, with a
focus on manipulation actions, which have not been studied
extensively earlier. The specic questions that the study aims
to answer are:
1) Can individual semantic actions be considered as
manipulation primitives?
2) If not, can these be broken down into primitives? and
3) How can new actions emerge from known primitives?
For this purpose, we consider ve different manipulation
actions performed on an object: a) pick up, b) rotate, c) push
forward, d) push to side, and e) move to side by picking
up. To increase the variability, each action is performed by
10 different people in 12 different conditions. We strongly
believe that the ndings of the study will facilitate imita-
tion learning in robots, both in terms of what vocabulary
of primitives to learn and how to combine the individual
primitives in order to form more complex actions. To model
the process, we are using a combination of discriminative
and generative models. A support vector machine (SVM) is
used to model and recognize individual primitives, while the
sequences of primitives are modeled using a hidden Markov
model (HMM).
This paper is organized as follows. First, we review related
work in Sec. II. Then, the theoretical basis for the work
and two different approaches for primitive based modeling
of manipulation actions are described in Sec. III. Section IV
describes our experimental system. Experiments and their re-
sults are reported in Sec. V. Finally, the results are discussed
and a conclusion given in Sec. VI.
II. RELATED WORK
In [4], a framework for acquiring hand-action models by
integrating multiple observations based on gesture spotting
is proposed. [5] approaches the task learning problem by
proposing a system for deriving behavior vocabularies or
simple action models that can be used for more complex task
extraction and learning. [8] presents a learning system for
one and two-hand motions where the robot's body constraints
are considered as a part of the optimal trajectory generation
process. An interesting trend to note here is that most of
the studies are based on a single user generated motion. A
natural question to pose here is how the underlying modeling
methods scale and apply for cases when the robot is supposed
to learn from multiple teachers. The experimental evaluation
conducted in our work is based on 10 people.
Related to the theoretical framework used in this work,
support vector machine (SVM) has been applied to several
different application areas. Two very common data types
are visual and speech data [12], [13]. Earlier work with
SVMs [14] presented one drawback when working with
sequential data, namely that SVM lacks a way of handling
the time dependencies in the data. In order to use time
sequences as SVM input, variable length time sequences
can be either normalized to same length before applying the
SVM. Another approach is to embed dynamic time warping
(DTW) directly into the SVM kernel function [15]. Third,
probably most common way to handle the time problem
The most common approach is to combine a SVM with
Hidden Markov Models (HMM) [13], [14], [16]. SVM is
still used to classify single points or brief time windows, but
the output of the SVM is then used an input to a HMM
which then nds the most probably path or sequence in
consideration of time. In action recognition and understand-
ing, it is most common to take a holistic approach, that is,
to consider all measurements as a single feature. This in
contrast to speech recognition where it is common to divide
the data into individual phonetics or words. From the point
of view of imitation learning or learning by showing, the
primitives are an attractive option since they can alleviate
mapping motion from humans to robots which differ in their
embodiment. In addition, having a common vocabulary of
primitives can aid in task understanding and planning as the
task can be then described as a sequence of events. For this
reason, we now concentrate on this body of work. Ogawara
et al. [17] propose to extract primitive actions by learning
several HMMs and then cluster these HMMs such that
each cluster represents one primitive. Thus, variability within
each primitive can be modeled as each cluster can containseveral examples. Vecchio et al. [18] model two-dimensional
drawing actions as dynamical systems and classify and
segment motions according to a priori known motion classes.
Segmentation of repetitive movements and stochastic parsing
have been studied in [19][21].
III. MODELING METHODS
We present the theoretical basis on recognizing individual
primitives using SVMs and the time sequence modeling
using hidden Markov models. Two approaches of primitive
based modeling of actions are also described.
A. Support vector machines
The aim of support vector classication is to separate two
classes, mapped into a high dimensional feature space, by
a hyperplane with a maximal margin to both classes. The
hyperplane is the decision boundary of the classier with
feature vectors on one side belonging to a rst class and
vectors on the other side to a second one. To represent
complex decision boundaries, the mapping (kernel) from
the original feature space to the high dimensional space is
nonlinear. In this work, a standard SVM with Gaussian kernel
is used.
To apply SVM classication for more than two classes,
we take the one-against-one approach. That is, by denoting
the number of classes by k, k(k 1)=2 classiers are trained
using all pairs of classes. To classify a sample from an
unknown class, it is classied by all classiers, and each
result is a vote for the class. Majority voting is used to decide
the class of the sample. The one-against-one approach has
been found very successful with SVMs but it suffers from
increased number of individual classiers when the number
of classes is very high.
B. Markov chain and hidden Markov models
In this work, we are interested in time-homogeneous
Markov chain models, that is, the state transition probabilities
are invariant over time. Denoting the state i by wi, the time
evolution of states can then be described using the state
transition probabilities P(wj(t +1)jwi(t)) = aij. The states
themselves are hidden, not directly observable. Instead, in
each state, an observation x(t) is made. The observation
depends only on the current state according to a selected
probabilistic model, that is, P(x(t)jwi(t)) = P(xjwi). If the
set of observations X is discrete and nite, X =fx1;:::;xMg,
the observation probabilities can be written more shortly as
P(xjjwi) =bij. Finally, the probability of starting in state wi
can be dened as pi = P(wi(1)). Thus, the parameters can
be collected to matrices A and B and a vector p.
Our objective is to model actions based on motor prim-
itives that correspond to individual states of the HMM. A
typical approach for using HMMs in recognition is to build
a single HMM for each class to be recognized and then
determine the class of an unknown sample by using the
maximum likelihood method. In this work, we take another
approach and represent the whole set of actions with a
single HMM, such that different paths through the HMM
correspond to different actions. This is because many actions
contain similar parts. As an example see Fig. 1 where both
rotating and pushing an object both require rst the hand to
approach the object. Our hypothesis is also that more com-
plex actions can be modeled using a set of motor primitives.
Thus, instead of making a choice between several HMMs, the
most probable path through the HMM is sought. The path is
found by the Viterbi algorithm [22], a dynamic programming
based algorithm for determining the maximum likelihood
path through a HMM given a sequence of observations
(x(1);x(2);:::). It nds the state sequence (w(1);:::) for
which P(x(1);:::;x(T)jw(1);:::;w(T)) is maximal.
Fig. 1. Modeling two actions (rotate, push) using primitives.
To learn the HMM parameters initially, we take an al-
ternative approach to the traditional Baum-Welch learning.
We use labeled examples as training data, that is, for each
time step, the current motor primitive is known. Then, the
transition probability matrix A can be directly estimated from
the training data, as if in the case of a Markov chain model
instead of a HMM. We use the maximum likelihood estimate,
in other words, the transition probabilities are calculated
directly from the training data. The output of the SVM
is used as the observations of the HMM. The observation
probabilities need also be estimated as it is not expected that
the classier will be able to classify all samples correctly.
Maximum likelihood estimation using the known correct
classes is also used to estimate the observation probabilities.
Therefore, the observation matrix B corresponds to the
confusion matrix of the classier.
C. Action modeling
The hypothesis in the modeling is that each of the ma-
nipulation primitives is generic and that their number is
limited. However, the best applicable set of primitives is
not known and one of the goals of this study is to inspect,
how the manipulation actions can be considered in terms of
primitives.
We investigate two different models of action representa-
tion, see Fig. 2. Approach 1 considers each of the manipu-
lation actions as a primitive. In addition to the manipulation
actions, two assisting actions, approach and remove are
inherent in all action sequences (see Fig. 2). The assisting
actions alleviate the segmentation of the manipulation part
of the action. Approach 2 considers that the manipulation
part of the action can be composed of multiple primitives.
The model on the right in Fig. 2 can be chosen based on the
knowledge that the rotation and moving the object require
grasping. Our working hypothesis is that Approach 2 would
be more effective in recognizing actions compared to the rst
approach. In addition it would allow learning of new actions
based on the known primitives.
In both approaches, each action is represented by a sepa-
rate path through the left-to-right Markov model. Consider-
ing Approach 2, to learn a new composite action, it is enough
to learn the new sequence of primitives, if the primitives areFig. 2. (left): Actions as primitives; (right): Composite actions.
already known. If a hypothesis of the sequence of primitives
is available, the only parameters that have to be learned are
the transition probabilities of the model. However, having
an unknown sequence, the only available information is
the sequence of observations (SVM output) which contains
uncertainty. As the transition probabilities are inherent to the
underlying hidden states, not the symbols that are observed,
the learning must be performed by considering the Baum-
Welch re-estimation (forward-backward algorithm) [22]. It
should be noted that by initializing the estimation with non-
zero probabilities only along the desired path, the estimation
process will nd the locally optimal probabilities within
the path such that no new states will be introduced. If the
observation probabilities of the primitives are also known in
advance, only the transition matrix of the HMM needs to be
updated in the estimation.
Upper part of Fig. 3 shows the composite action model
without the move to side primitive. The lower part of the
same gure demonstrates now a single possible represen-
tation of the move to side primitive. Note that now the
new primitive is described fully by existing primitives. The
transition probabilities for the new primitive can be estimated
as discussed above. After learning a model for a new action,
Fig. 3. Learning new composite actions.
the state transition probabilities of the model containing
all actions must be updated according to that of the new
action. During the process, new state transitions will be
introduced in the model. This is illustrated in Fig. 4. The
probabilities can be updated by weighted averaging of the
transition probabilities from a state given the two models,
with weights given by the number of actions using that state
in that particular model. Thus, the upper model of Fig. 3
would have twice the weight compared to the lower one for
paths leaving grasp because in the upper one there are two
Fig. 4. Embedding a new action.
actions using the state. To determine the best sequence of
primitives for a new action, exhaustive search can be used if
the number of primitives is relatively low. Otherwise, search
and pruning techniques would be necessary. However, the
classication results of individual time instants give a strong
cue as to which primitives are present in an unknown action.
IV. SYSTEM AND IMPLEMENTATION
Five different actions are considered: a) pick up an object
from a table, b) rotate an object on a table, c) push an object
forward, d) push an object to the side, and e) move an object
to the side by picking it up. To include variation in the
actions, each action is performed in 12 different conditions,
namely on two different heights, two different locations on
the table, and having the demonstrator stand in three different
locations (0, 30, 60 degrees) (see Fig. 5). All actions are
demonstrated by 10 different people.
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Fig. 5. Glove with the sensors, the table and the three demonstrator
locations.
A. Sensors and data
The movement is measured using the Nest-of-Birds mag-
netic sensors. The test subject is endowed with four sensors
each registering their full 3-dimensional pose with respect to
a reference, see Fig. 5. The sensors are located on: a) chest,
b) back of hand, c) thumb, and d) index nger. The chest
sensor is used to provide a reference to the demonstrator
position while the back of the hand can be used as a reference
for the thumb and index nger. The measured sequences have
been annotated by hand such that the current action primitive
is known for training.
B. System overview
The goal of the system is to recognize actions, while
this study also tries to reveal, how suitable primitive basedtechniques are for action description of manipulation ac-
tions. An overview of the system is given in Fig. 6. After
preprocessing the data for noise removal, the primitives
are recognized by an SVM and its output is then fed to
an HMM which describes the time evolution. As the true
action primitives are known, SVMs can be directly trained.
A hidden Markov model is then used to describe the temporal
sequence of primitives. The lower part of the system in
Fig. 6 is concerned with the learning of new actions based
on known primitives. In that case, the models are learned
through the Baum-Welch re-estimation.
Fig. 6. System overview.
C. Pre-processing
The following sensor measurements are used:
 position of the hand relative to the chest: x, y and z
 position of the index relative to the hand: x, y and z
 position of the thumb relative to the hand: x, y and z
 velocity of the hand: vx, vy and vz.
We start by applying the median lter of length 7 twice to the
data so to eliminate the noise peaks. After ltering, the hand
and nger locations were transformed into the chest reference
frame. Next, the position of both the thumb and index was
calculated with respect to the back of the hand. A Gaussian
lter was then applied for the nger positions to reduce the
noise, which was found to be most apparent in the nger
position measurements. The velocity was estimated by time
differences between two consecutive time instants. It was
then ltered by a Gaussian lter to decrease the noise due
to the differential nature of the estimation process. Finally,
every dimension was linearly scaled to interval [0;1].
The effect of the preprocessing before scaling is illustrated
in Fig. 7, which demonstrates that while the spurious peaks
are removed, the overall shape of the trajectory is not
changed.
Fig. 7. Filtering for noise removal.
V. EXPERIMENTAL EVALUATION
We start by presenting the results of Approach 1, where
each action is considered a separate primitive. Then, the
actions are modeled as sequences of primitives, Approach 2.
Finally, we study the capabilities of modeling a new action
based on learned primitives. All actions were performed
by 10 people in 12 different conditions, resulting in 120
different samples. The demonstrators were given only oral
explanations of the task and for that reason, the inter-personal
variance in the trajectories was high. This approach was
taken to emphasize our goal of understanding actions instead
of just tracking the movement. For SVM learning the training
sequences were classied and segmented by a human. That
result was also used as a ground truth for the experiments.
In the following results, leave-one-out testing is always used
where not indicated otherwise. Thus, one person was left out
of the training set, that person was used to test the system,
and this was repeated for all persons. Average performance
is then reported.
A. Actions as primitives
In Approach 1, each manipulation action is a separate
primitive. Here, the assisting primitives for approach and
remove are present in all actions. The action model used can
be seen in Fig. 2. The results of experiments are presented
in Fig. 8. The upper table shows the confusion matrix for
the SVM classication for each time instant. The rows
correspond to the ground truth and the columns are the
SVM output. It can be seen that some primitives (push
forward, rotate, remove) are classied quite well for even
considering only one time instant at a time. In contrast, two
primitives, push side, move side seem to be overlapping in
their representation as they are often confused with each
other. This confusion is not surprising as the training data
was overlapping for the two different primitives due to
the high inter-personal variance of how the actions were
performed. For that reason, it is possible that one person's
move side was very similarly to another's push side.
Also the assisting primitives approach, remove were con-
fused with each other. A more detailed analysis of the results
revealed that this happened particularly when the movement
was very slow. This explains the confusion, because with
slow movements the velocity can not be estimated reliably
enough in order to be used for discriminating between these
two. Finally, the grasp primitive was confused quite often
with rotate, move side. This is most likely the result that
both of these two primitives also involve grasping. Thus,
these primitives can not be recognized reliably considering
single time instants.
Fig. 8. Approach 1. Actions as primitives.
Next, the recognition results were used as an input to the
HMM. The results of Viterbi based recognition of actions of
the HMM are given in the lower table of Fig. 8. The ground
truth is given again in the rst column. Note that here each
sequence is recognized as belonging to one of the actions
instead of labeling all time instants. However, the Viterbi
algorithm also gives the most probable primitive for each
time instant such that the manipulation part can be segmentedfrom the assisting primitives. The confusion matrix in Fig.8
again supports our earlier results that the pair push side-move
side is difcult to recognize from each other. However, it can
be argued that because also the semantic meanings of the two
actions are similar, these errors could be tolerated, at least
to some extent, in action understanding. Another nding is
that grasp action could not be recognized individually as the
same primitive also exists in other actions.
B. Actions as composites
It is evident from the previous experiment that considering
the actions themselves as individual primitives did not yield
good results. Next, the actions were modeled in a composite
structure of primitives. Our approach was to model the
individual primitives such that they had semantic meaning.
The model is shown on right in Fig. 2. One new state, remove
with object, was introduced by the argument that the end
state of the environment is different in the case the person is
holding the object in the end. This is the end state only for
the grasp action. In addition, the structure of the model was
changed such that all actions requiring grasping employ rst
the grasp primitive before the second manipulation primitive.
Fig. 9 presents the confusion matrix for SVM classication
as well as the recognition result by the HMM. The SVM
classication results change signicantly for two primitives,
grasp, remove. The results of recognizing grasp increase
signicantly, as it is no longer confused with other actions
requiring grasping. Based on this result, we can hypothesize
that motion primitives exist and that grasp can be consid-
ered as one. For the remove primitive the recognition rate
decreases, because a very similar new primitive remove with
object was introduced. It should be noted that SVM still
confuses push side with move side.
Fig. 9. Approach 2: Composite actions.
The confusion matrix for the HMM (Fig. 9) has improved
signicantly for two actions, grasp, move side, compared to
Approach 1. For move side, this result can be explained by
the fact that grasp primitive is required for all actions in this
class, making it easier to discriminate between push side and
move side. An important note is that the SVM classication
result did not improve from Approach 1, but this results from
enforcing a particular time sequence of events for the action.
It should be, nevertheless, noted that push side, move side are
still confused, for the reason given in Sec. V-A. For grasp
primitive, the improvement is due to improvement in the
SVM classication discussed above.
C. Modeling a new action
We now investigate if new actions can be modeled using
learned primitives. From the earlier results it is known that
the move side action is similar to push side. We performed
the investigation by removing the move side actions from the
training data of the SVM. Thus, the SVM only learned the
other primitives. Our goal was then to see which sequential
model using the other primitives would be optimal for mod-
eling the move side actions. The experiment was begun by
modeling the system (without move side) in the way shown in
upper part of Fig. 3. Thus, the SVM was also trained without
any of the move side data. The performance results for this
model are shown in Fig. 10. The classication performance
improves for those primitives, which were earlier confused
with the move side primitive.
Fig. 10. Modeling a new action: Before new action.
The best left-to-right state model for move side was found
among all 3 and 4 state models. The starting state was
xed to approach and the end state to remove in order
to constrain the problem to determining the manipulation
primitives used. Exhaustive search was used by enumerating
all possible models. Each model was trained using the Baum-
Welch re-estimation as described in Sec. III-C using all
of the move side sequences as input. Note that now the
sequence was not segmented by hand into primitives but
the underlying states were considered hidden, and the SVM
confusion matrix in Fig. 10 was used as the model for the
measurement uncertainty of the HMM. The goodness of
t for each model was evaluated by calculating the joint
probability of observing all the training sequences given the
new model, where the forward-algorithm [22] was used for
each individual sequence. These results are given in Fig. 11
where the upper part show the log-probabilities for each of
the 12 different 3 and 4 state models. The model that ts
the data best is approach - grasp - push side - remove,
shown in the bottom of Fig. 3. This model seems to grasp
the semantic meaning of the action very well. If the new
model is embedded into the existing HMM, as described in
Sec. III-C, the lower part of Fig.11 presents the classication
results of this HMM. The recognition rate of 62.5% is good
considering that no data of the action sequences was used in
the SVM training.
Fig. 11. Modeling new action: Best action, Classication in combined
HMM.
To further examine the inter-personal variance in motion
primitives, we repeated the experiment such that now allpersons, including the test person, were used in the training
of the SVM. Thus, it was supposed that if the hypothesis of
actions consisting of primitives is valid, the recognition rate
of individual primitives would increase also for the unknown
actions where known primitives are used in unknown con-
texts. The results of this experiment are shown in Fig. 12.
The recognition rate for the move side action increased from
62.5% to 77.5%. This result can be considered remarkable
because it suggests that to learn good models for complex
actions for a wide variety of people, it is important to
learn the individual ways of each person executing a certain
primitive and that the sequences of primitives for particular
semantic actions can be learned in general from data from
other people demonstrating the same action.
Fig. 12. Modeling new action: Classication with personal learning of
primitives.
VI. DISCUSSION
We have studied the recognition and understanding of ma-
nipulation actions performed by humans. While the literature
in action recognition is large, there are not many extensive
studies on the modeling of the manipulation actions, which
have the characteristic of being typically very similar to each
other. Similar to some other studies, we have considered a
framework where the actions are composed of primitives.
However, in contrast to others, we consider two alternative
hypotheses: 1) individual actions can be considered manip-
ulation primitives, and 2) manipulation actions should be
broken down into primitives.
Based on initial results, we have realized that even quite
simple manipulation actions consist of several primitives,
which, however, might be common with other actions. The
idea of composite actions is thus result of initial evaluation of
the model actions as primitives. We have also considered
assisting primitives, such as approaching the object, which
might not serve directly in the recognition of the action but
which still can be useful in segmenting the manipulation.
Rather than using generative models for the whole action,
SVM based discriminative models have been used for the
recognition of individual primitives. This is because our
focus is on action recognition and understanding rather than
action synthesis. It should be noted that although in this paper
the classication is done each time instant, the considerations
apply to the case when short time windows are used instead
of instants. Also, the ideas presented are by no means limited
to a particular classier (such as SVM) for the primitives.
The data for experiments was collected from 10 different
demonstrators, each demonstrating the actions in several
different conditions, and with only an oral explanation of the
action given. Thus, the data had signicant intra- and inter-
personal variation. The most important ndings of the experi-
ments are that a) sequences of simple semantic primitives can
be used in describing actions, b) inter-personal variations in
primitives are signicant, and c) actions learned as sequences
of primitives from other demonstrators can be combined with
knowledge of personal primitives to recognize new actions.
Future work will study what new actions can be modeled
with our current primitives, and what set of primitives would
be appropriate to model a large variety of manipulation tasks
typically performed by humans.
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